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Abstract
We compute the full one-loop 2-particle S-matrix for excitations of the type IIB AdS3×S3×T 4
BMN string. The S-matrix is found to respect the expected symmetries and the phases are
consistent with the crossing equations. By analyzing how the relevant integrals scale with the
IR regulator we show that scattering of massless bosons is trivial at two loops. Based on our
results we argue that the additional su(2) S-matrix appearing in the massless sector in the exact
solution should trivialize.
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1 Introduction
String theory in AdS3 × S3 × T 4 preserving 16 supersymmetries is classically integrable1 [2–6]
and is expected to be integrable also at the quantum level. If this is indeed the case it should be
possible to determine the spectrum along similar lines as for the string in AdS5×S5 [7]. Here we
will consider the type IIB AdS3 × S3 × T 4 solution supported by Ramond-Ramond three-form
flux. An important first step in solving the model is to find the exact S-matrix. Up to phase
factors the S-matrix can be completely determined by the symmetries [8]. Since the BMN string
has both massive and massless excitations the (2-particle) S-matrix splits into three sectors:
massive-massive scattering, massive-massless scattering and massless-massless scattering. Each
sector comes with phase factors which should be determined by crossing symmetry together
with some input from perturbation theory. In the massive sector there are two phases whose all-
loop crossing symmetric solution was conjectured in [9] and agrees with perturbative worldsheet
calculations at one and two loops [10–14].
Here we complete the one-loop analysis of the S-matrix by computing the full one-loop 2-particle
S-matrix including mixed and massless sectors. The structure of the S-matrix is found to agree
with that of [8]2 and the one-loop phases we find in the mixed and massless sectors are shown to
respect crossing symmetry. In the mixed sector we show that one-loop scattering is consistent
with integrability by verifying that the amplitudes for scattering processes where the particles
change their momenta vanish. We are further able to show that the scattering of massless bosons
is trivial at two loops, as was argued for a particular process in the type IIA setting in [15]. Our
perturbative calculations suggest that the extra su(2) S-matrix appearing in the massless sector
in [8] trivializes. The perturbative findings we present in this paper were recently used in [16]
to conjecture all-loop expressions for the mixed and massless sector phases together with the
corresponding Bethe equations.3
In addition to the S-matrix the exact dispersion relation for the massive and massless modes
is also determined by the symmetry analysis of [8]. For the massive bosons the dispersion
1This is a general property of superstrings in symmetric space backgrounds that preserve some supersymmetry
[1].
2A change in the normalization of the mixed sector S-matrix of that paper is needed for agreement.
3For some reservations about the usefulness of said equations see [17].
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relation agrees with perturbation theory up to two loops, as earlier shown in the type IIA
setting in [18, 15]. However, there a discrepancy in the two-loop correction for the massless
bosons was found. Here we repeat these calculations for the type IIB string and also include
the fermionic modes finding the same result. While our findings are consistent with worldsheet
supersymmetry to the two loop order an explanation for the mismatch is still lacking.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the Green-Schwarz string action
in AdS3×S3×T 4 to quartic order in fermions, its light-cone gauge-fixing and BMN expansion.
In section 3 we describe our regularization scheme for the relevant one-loop integrals. Section 4
gives the results of the two-loop two-point function calculations and correction to the dispersion
relations. In section 5 we give the form of the S-matrix and section 6 contains a discussion of
the mixed and massless sector phases and crossing symmetry. We end with some conclusions
and an appendix containing some details of the basic one-loop bubble integrals.
2 Green-Schwarz string in AdS3 × S3 × T 4 with RR flux
The Green-Schwarz superstring action can be expanded order by order in fermions as
S = g
∫
d2ξ (L(0) + L(2) + . . .) , (2.1)
where we let g denote the string tension. In a general type II supergravity background the form
of this expansion is known explicitly up to quartic order in fermions [19]. This is the action we
will use for the string in type IIB AdS3× S3× T 4. The purely bosonic terms in the Lagrangian
are given by
L(0) = 1
2
γijei
aej
bηab , γ
ij =
√−hhij , (2.2)
where ea (a = 0, . . . , 9) are the (bosonic) vielbeins and we used the fact that the bosonic B-field
vanishes in our case. The vielbeins can be read off from the metric which we take to be
ds2AdS3 = −
(
1 + 12 |z|2
1− 12 |z|2
)2
dt2 +
2|dz|2
(1− 12 |z|2)2
, ds2S3 =
(
1− 12 |y|2
1 + 12 |y|2
)2
dϕ2 +
2|dy|2
(1 + 12 |y|2)2
,
(2.3)
for complex transverse coordinates z, y while the metric of T 4 is 2|du1|2 + 2|du2|2.
The terms quadratic in fermions take the form
L(2) = ieia θIγaKijIJDJKj θK , KijIJ = δIJγij − εijσ3IJ , (2.4)
where θI (I = 1, 2) are the two 16-component Majorana-Weyl spinors of type IIB and the Killing
spinor derivative operator is given by
DiθI =
(
δIJ∂i − 1
4
δIJωi
abγab − 1
2
ei
aσ1IJP8γ012γa
)
θJ , P8 = 1
2
(
1 + γ012345
)
, (2.5)
where ωab is the spin connection and P8 projects on the 2×8 supersymmetric fermionic directions.
The last term comes from the coupling to the RR three-form flux F (3) ' ΩAdS3 + ΩS3 .
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Finally the quartic terms in the Lagrangian take the form (suppressing the SO(2)-indices)
L(4) =− 1
2
θγaDiθ θγaKijDjθ + i
6
ei
a θγaK
ijMDjθ − i
12
ei
aej
b θγaK
ij(M + σ3Mσ3)σ1P8γ012γbθ
+
1
16
ei
cej
d θγc
abKijθ θΓdUabυ − 1
16
ei
cej
d θγc
abσ3Kijθ θγdσ
3Uabυ
− 1
24
ei
cej
d θγc
abKijθ θγaUbdυ − 1
24
ei
cej
d θγc
abσ3Kijθ θγaσ
3Ubdυ , (2.6)
where
υ = (1− P8)θ , Uab = 1
2
P8γ012γ[aP8γ012γb] −
1
4
Rab
cd γcd , (2.7)
and
MαIβJ =MαIβJ + (σ3Mσ3)αIβJ − i
2
(σ1P8γ012γaθ)αI (θγa)βJ + i
4
(γabθ)αI (θγaP8γ012γbσ1)βJ ,
MαIβJ =
i
2
υσ1γ012υ δαβ δIJ − iθαI (υγ012σ1)βJ + i(σ1γaγ012υ)αI (θγa)βJ . (2.8)
Equipped with this string action the next step is to expand around the point-like BMN string
solution given by [20]
x+ =
1
2
(t+ ϕ) = τ . (2.9)
At the same time we fix the light-cone gauge and corresponding kappa symmetry gauge
x+ = τ , γ+θI = 0 . (2.10)
The Virasoro constraints can then be used to solve for x− in terms of the other fields. In this
gauge the worldsheet metric defined in (2.2) takes the form γ = η + γˆ, where γˆ denotes higher
order corrections determined by the following conditions on the momentum conjugate to x−
p+ = −1
2
∂L
∂x˙−
= 1 ,
∂L
∂x−′
= 0 . (2.11)
This is often referred to as uniform light-cone gauge.
Rescaling the transverse fields by a factor g−1/2 yields a perturbative expansion in the string
tension4
L = L2 + 1
g
L4 + 1
g2
L6 + . . .
where the subscript denotes the number of transverse coordinates. The quadratic Lagrangian
takes the form (∂± = ∂0 ± ∂1)
L2 =|∂z|2 − |z|2 + |∂y|2 − |y|2 + |∂u1|2 + |∂u2|2 + iχ¯1L∂−χ1L + iχ¯1R∂+χ1R − χ¯1Lχ1R − χ¯1Rχ1L
+ iχ¯2L∂−χ
2
L + iχ¯
2
R∂+χ
2
R − χ¯2Lχ2R − χ¯2Rχ2L + iχ¯3L∂−χ3L + iχ¯3R∂+χ3R + iχ¯4L∂−χ4L + iχ¯4R∂+χ4R .
(2.12)
The spectrum consists of 4+4 massive and 4+4 massless modes. They are charged under four
U(1)’s and the charges are given in table 1. The interaction terms in the Lagrangian are quite
complicated and we will not give them here since they are straight-forwardly found by expanding
the original Lagrangian.
4The fact that only even orders appear in this expansion for AdS × S × T backgrounds greatly simplifies a
perturbative treatment.
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z y u1 u2 χ
1 χ2 χ3 χ4
U(1)1 −1 0 0 0 −1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
U(1)2 0 −1 0 0 1/2 −1/2 1/2 1/2
U(1)3 0 0 −1 0 1/2 1/2 −1/2 1/2
U(1)4 0 0 0 −1 1/2 1/2 1/2 −1/2
Table 1: Summary of U(1) charges for AdS3 × S3 × T 4.
3 One-loop regularization
At one loop one encounters two types of integrals: Bubble integrals
Brsm1m2(P ) =
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
kr+k
s−
(k2 −m21)((k − P )2 −m22)
, (3.1)
coming from the diagrams in (5.1), and Tadpole integrals
T rs(P ) =
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
kr+k
s−
(k − P )2 −m2 , (3.2)
coming from the diagrams in (5.2). Here P is a combination of external momenta. Many of
these are power-counting UV divergent,5 eg. Brs for r+s > 1 and need to be regularized. In [14]
it was shown that standard dimensional regularization gives the wrong answer. It leads to an
S-matrix not compatible with the symmetries due to the introduction of extra rational terms.
In the same paper a different regularization scheme, essentially using tensor reduction in strictly
two dimensions instead, was introduced which was shown to give a result consistent with the
symmetries of the BMN vacuum. The same procedure has been shown to give the right answer
also at two loops [18] as well as for the spinning GKP string [21].
The idea is to use the algebraic identity
1
(k − P )2 −m22
− 1
k2 −m21
=
k+P− + k−P+ − P 2 +m22 −m21
(k2 −m21)((k − P )2 −m22)
(3.3)
to reduce all bubble integrals to the (UV) finite integral B00 plus tadpole integrals. Once all
divergences are isolated in tadpole integrals these can be evaluated in dimensional regularization
without introducing unwanted rational terms. Multiplying the above identity by kr+k
s− and
integrating we find6
P−Br+1,s(P ) + P+Br,s+1(P ) + (m22 −m21 − P 2)Brs(P ) = T rs[m2](P )− T rs[m1](0) , (3.4)
where we have indicated explicitly the mass in the tadpole integrals. We also use the very simple
fact that for r, s ≥ 1
Brs(P ) = m21B
r−1,s−1(P ) + T r−1,s−1[m2] (P ) , (3.5)
which follows by writing k+k− = k2 = k2−m2 +m2 and simplifying the integrand. Finally B10
and B01, which are UV finite, can easily be computed by the following trick. First we note that
5Due to the presence of massless modes there are also IR divergences. These are dealt with by introducing a
small regulator mass µ for the massless modes which is taken to zero at the end.
6We will suppress the m1m2 subscript on the bubble integrals when there is no risk of confusion.
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B10(P ) and B01(P ) are odd functions of P as follows by shifting the integration variable. But
since P−B10(P ) + P+B01(P ) is Lorentz invariant they must in fact be of the form
B10(P ) = P+f(P
2,m1,m2) , B
01(P ) = P−f(P 2,m1,m2) , (3.6)
where f is some function that must be the same for the two integrals by symmetry. Using this
in (3.4) with r = s = 0 we can determine the function f and finally we find7
B10(P ) =
P+
2P 2
[(P 2 +m21 −m22)B00(P ) + T 00[m2](0)− T 00[m1](0)] , (3.7)
B01(P ) =
P−
2P 2
[(P 2 +m21 −m22)B00(P ) + T 00[m2](0)− T 00[m1](0)] . (3.8)
Using (3.4) and (3.5) we also find (again we have used shifts of the integration variable and
Lorentz invariance to simplify the tadpole contributions)
B30(P ) = − 1
P−
[(m22 −m21 − P 2)B20(P ) + P+m21B10(P )] , (3.9)
B03(P ) = − 1
P+
[(m22 −m21 − P 2)B02(P ) + P−m21B01(P )] , (3.10)
B20(P ) = − 1
P−
[(m22 −m21 − P 2)B10(P ) + P+m21B00(P )] , (3.11)
B02(P ) = − 1
P+
[(m22 −m21 − P 2)B01(P ) + P−m21B00(P )] . (3.12)
These are all the relations we will need for our one loop calculations.8 The integrated result for
the basic bubble integral B00 is presented in appendix A.
4 Two-point functions and two-loop correction to dispersion re-
lations
To be able to calculate the 2-particle S-matrix we must first compute the off-shell one-loop
two-point functions. One finds that only the massive bosons receive a correction which takes
7We have shifted the integration variable in the first tadpole integral.
8 These integral identities can also be used to compute the one loop correction to the two-point function for
the BMN modes in AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 originally done in [3]. In contrast to the T 4 case the excitations now
have four different masses (1, α, 1 − α, 0) where α controls the relative size of the two S3-factors and lies in the
interval 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. For the lighter excitations with mass α and 1− α one finds,
〈y¯iyi〉(1) = 〈χiχi〉(1) = −2p21
(
T 001 (0)− αT 00α (0)− (1− α)T 001−α(0)
)
=
i
pi
(
α logα+ (1− α) log(1− α))p21 ,
where we used dimensional regularization in the last step. If desired one can choose a different regulator for
tadpole integrals with different masses in the loop. While not very natural from the point of view of the sigma
model, it is possible to make the entire one-loop contribution vanish in this way.
The exact solution indicates that the heavy mode from AdS3 of mass 1 should be a composite state made out
of two lighter ones. The way this can happen in the one-loop worldsheet theory is if the bubble contribution to
the propagator replaces the pole in the propagator with a branch cut [22]. However, in the regularization outlined
above we find
〈y¯1y1〉(1) = −1
2
(1− α)α(p+ − p−)2
(
p2 − 1)B00α,1−α + . . .
where the dots denote tadpole contributions. Once we go on-shell, p2 = 1, the entire bubble contribution vanishes
so we are lead to the conclusion that in order to see any indication of a composite state we need to go to higher
loop order.
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the form of wave function renormalization [14]
〈z¯z〉 = iZz
p2 − 1 +O(g
−2) , 〈y¯y〉 = iZy
p2 − 1 +O(g
−2) , (4.1)
with the renormalization factors given by
Zz = 1 +
1
4pi
1
g
(− 2

+ log pi + γE
)
, Zy = 1− 1
4pi
1
g
(− 2

+ log pi + γE
)
, (4.2)
where the contributing tadpole integral has been evaluated in dimensional regularization in
d = 2−  dimensions. This wave function renormalization must be taken into account to get a
finite S-matrix.
Before we move on to the S-matrix however we will compute the two-loop correction to the
on-shell two-point function, i.e. to the dispersion relation. This was done for bosonic modes
in [18, 15] (in the type IIA context) and here we will extend that analysis to include also the
fermionic modes.
The perturbative result should be compared with the exact dispersion relation fixed by the
underlying symmetries. For an excitation of mass m the exact dispersion relation was found to
take the form [2,23–26,8]
ε =
√
m2 + 4h2 sin2(
p
2
) . (4.3)
By scaling the momenta as p/h, together with the identification h = g, the large coupling
expansion should agree with perturbative calculations.
For this calculation we have to sum three distinct classes of Feynman diagrams. The first one
is the sunset-type diagrams
giving rise to integrals of the form
Irstum1m2m3(p) =
∫
d2kd2l
(2pi)4
kr+k
s−lt+lu−
(k2 −m21)(l2 −m22)((p− k − l)2 −m23)
.
The sunset contribution contains the meat of the calculation since they constitute the only class
of diagrams that can give a (regularization independent) finite contribution to the amplitude.
The other two types of diagrams are the bubble-tadpole
6
and six-vertex double tadpoles9
and they are both UV-divergent and give rise to 1/-terms that cancel divergences coming from
the sunset diagrams.
In order to evaluate the sunset integrals we use a tensor reduction scheme similar to the one
described for the one-loop bubble integrals in the previous section. We won’t give the details
here but rather refer to [18,15]. Here we will only state the final result.
For the massive modes we find a correction
〈z¯z〉(2) = 〈y¯y〉(2) = 〈χ¯1χ1〉(2) = 〈χ¯2χ2〉(2) = − 16
3g2
p41I
0000
111 (p)|p2=1 = −
p41
12g2
. (4.4)
The fact that the two-loop correction is the same for bosonic and fermionic modes is a strong
indication that the worldsheet theory is, as expected, supersymmetric to this loop order and
that the regularization employed is consistent with this. It is easy to see that this correction
precisely agrees with the exact dispersion relation (4.3).
The situation becomes more interesting in the case of massless modes. The calculation gives
〈u¯1u1〉(2) = 〈u¯2u2〉(2) = 〈χ¯3χ3〉(2) = 〈χ¯4χ4〉(2) = − 4
g2
p31I
0100
011 (p)|p2=0 = −
p41
2pi2g2
. (4.5)
While this result is again consistent with worldsheet supersymmetry it disagrees with the ex-
pansion of the exact dispersion relation (4.3). This mismatch of 6/pi2 was already found for the
bosonic modes in [18] but here we demonstrate for the first time that the same result appears
also for the fermionic modes. Although expected this is nevertheless an important consistency
check.
5 One-loop S-matrix
Here we compute the two body S-matrix up to the one loop level. The S-matrix splits into
three sectors according to whether the external particles are both massive, one massive and one
massless or both massless. For each sector the contributing diagram topologies are a tree-level
contact diagram, one-loop s, t and u-channel diagrams
+ + (5.1)
9Since we do not have the θ6-terms in the Lagrangian we can only compute these contributions for the bosons.
For the fermions we will simply assume that all divergences cancel.
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and a six-vertex tadpole diagram
(5.2)
When calculating the S-matrix we must take into account the wave function renormalization
of the massive bosons (4.2) and the Jacobian from the energy-momentum conservation delta
functions and external leg factors which give a factor
J =
1
4
1
ωqp− ωpq , ωp =
√
m2p + p
2 (5.3)
and similarly for ωq where mp and mq denote the masses of the corresponding external particles.
We write
S = 1 + iT (5.4)
and compute the action of T on generic10 two-particle states.
5.1 Massive sector
For scattering up to one loop we find11
Boson-Boson: (5.5)
T|z(p)z(q)〉 = (− `(0)1 + i2(`(0)1 )2 + 2θ(1)LL)|z(p)z(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)y(q)〉 = (`(0)1 + i2(`(0)1 )2 + 2θ(1)LL)|y(p)y(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)y(q)〉 = (`(0)2 + i2(`(0)2 )2 + 2θ(1)LR)|z(p)y(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)z(q)〉 = (− `(0)2 + i2(`(0)2 )2 + 2θ(1)LR)|y(p)z(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)z¯(q)〉 = (− `(0)3 + i2[(`(0)3 )2 + 2(`(0)7 )2] + 2θ(1)LR)|z(p)z¯(q)〉 − i(`(0)7 )2|y¯(p)y(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
7 −
i
2
`
(0)
3 `
(0)
7
)[|χ1(p)χ¯1(q)〉+ |χ¯2(p)χ2(q)〉] ,
T|y(p)y¯(q)〉 = (`(0)3 + i2[(`(0)3 )2 + 2(`(0)7 )2] + 2θ(1)LR)|y(p)y¯(q)〉 − i(`(0)7 )2|z¯(p)z(q)〉
+
(− `(0)7 − i2`(0)3 `(0)7 )[|χ¯1(p)χ1(q)〉+ |χ2(p)χ¯2(q)〉] ,
T|z(p)y¯(q)〉 = (`(0)2 + i2[(`(0)2 )2 + 2(`(0)8 )2] + 2θ(1)LL)|z(p)y¯(p)〉+ i(`(0)8 )2|y¯(p)z(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
8 +
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
8
)[|χ1(p)χ¯2(q)〉 − |χ¯2(p)χ1(q)〉] ,
10To save some space and time we will give only the action on either BF or FB in-states but not both. We will
also omit the action on FF in-states for the most part. These additional amplitudes contain no new information
and are sometimes tedious to compute.
11Additional S-matrix elements can be obtained from the fact that the theory is symmetric under interchange
of fields with their complex conjugates.
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T|y(p)z¯(q)〉 = (− `(0)2 + i2[(`(0)2 )2 + 2(`(0)8 )2] + 2θ(1)LL)|y(p)z¯(p)〉+ i(`(0)8 )2|z¯(p)y(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
8 −
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
8
)[|χ¯1(p)χ2(q)〉 − |χ2(p)χ¯1(q)〉] ,
Boson-Fermion:
T|z(p)χ1(q)〉 = (− `(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + (`(0)8 )2] + 2θ(1)LL)|z(p)χ1(q)〉
+
(− `(0)8 + i2[`(0)4 `(0)8 + `(0)5 `(0)8 ])|χ1(p)z(q)〉,
T|z(p)χ¯1(q)〉 = (`(0)6 + i2[(`(0)6 )2 + (`(0)7 )2] + 2θ(1)LR)|z(p)χ¯1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
7 +
i
2
[`
(0)
6 `
(0)
7 + `
(0)
7 `
(0)
9 ]
)|χ¯2(p)y(q)〉,
T|z(p)χ2(q)〉 = (`(0)6 + i2[(`(0)6 )2 + (`(0)7 )2] + 2θ(1)LR)|z(p)χ2(q)〉
+
(− `(0)7 − i2[`(0)6 `(0)7 + `(0)7 `(0)9 ])|χ1(p)y(q)〉,
T|z(p)χ¯2(q)〉 = (− `(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + (`(0)8 )2] + 2θ(1)LL)|z(p)χ¯2(q)〉
+
(− `(0)8 + i2[`(0)4 `(0)8 + `(0)5 `(0)8 ])|χ¯2(p)z(q)〉,
T|y(p)χ2(q)〉 = (`(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + (`(0)8 )2] + 2θ(1)LL)|y(p)χ2(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
8 +
i
2
[`
(0)
4 `
(0)
8 + `
(0)
5 `
(0)
8 ]
)|χ2(p)y(q)〉,
T|y(p)χ¯2(q)〉 = (− `(0)6 + i2[(`(0)6 )2 + (`(0)7 )2] + 2θ(1)LR)|y(p)χ¯2(q)〉
+
(− `(0)7 + i2[`(0)6 `(0)7 + `(0)7 `(0)9 ])|χ¯1(p)z(q)〉,
T|y(p)χ1(q)〉 = (− `(0)6 + i2[(`(0)6 )2 + (`(0)7 )2] + 2θ(1)LR)|y(p)χ1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
7 −
i
2
[`
(0)
6 `
(0)
7 + `
(0)
7 `
(0)
9 ]
)|χ2(p)z(q)〉,
T|y(p)χ¯1(q)〉 = (`(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + (`(0)8 )2] + 2θ(1)LL)|y(p)χ¯1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
8 +
i
2
[`
(0)
4 `
(0)
8 + `
(0)
5 `
(0)
8 ]
)|χ¯1(p)y(q)〉,
where the superscript denotes tree-level or one-loop contributions and we have used (A.1). The
phase factor, θ, only contributes to diagonal scattering elements. At the one-loop level, where
the phase and matrix factors come with different powers of i, we have separated the contributions
in different expressions.
The tree-level elements are given by
`
(0)
1 =
1
2g
(p+ q)2
ωqp− ωpq , `
(0)
2 =
1
2g
p2 − q2
ωqp− ωpq , `
(0)
3 =
1
2g
(p− q)2
ωqp− ωpq , (5.6)
`
(0)
4 =
1
2g
q(p+ q)
ωqp− ωpq , `
(0)
5 =
1
2g
p(p+ q)
ωqp− ωpq , `
(0)
6 =
1
2g
q(p− q)
ωqp− ωpq
`
(0)
7 =
1
2g
qp
ωqp− ωpq
(√
(ωp − p)(ωq + q)−
√
(ωp + p)(ωq − q)
)
,
9
`
(0)
8 =
1
2g
qp
ωqp− ωpq
(√
(ωp − p)(ωq + q) +
√
(ωp + p)(ωq − q)
)
, `
(0)
9 =
1
2g
p(p− q)
ωqp− ωpq
where `
(0)
5 and `
(0)
9 appear at tree-level only in FB processes which we have not listed. The two
one-loop phases are given by
θ
(1)
LL = −
1
4pi
1
g2
(
p2q2
(
p · q+ 1)
(ωqp− ωpq)2 log
q−
p−
+
1
2
pq(p+ q)2
ωqp− ωpq
)
, (5.7)
θ
(1)
LR = −
1
4pi
1
g2
(
p2q2
(
p · q− 1)
(ωqp− ωpq)2 log
q−
p−
− 1
2
pq(p− q)2
ωpq − ωqp
)
.
While we do not present the details here, it is straightforward to compare and see that our
findings fit perfectly with the exact S-matrix proposed in [27] and phases proposed in [9] (this
was mostly checked already in [14]).12
5.2 Mixed sector
Next we turn to the sector where we scatter one massive and one massless particle. For simplicity
we will restrict to in-states where the first particle is massive and the second massless. When
the masses of the scattered particles are different, the energy-momentum constraints allow also
for a more complicated solution where the momenta of the particles in the final state differ from
those in the initial state. However, only the trivial solution where each particles momentum is
unchanged is compatible with higher conserved charges and integrability. This means that if we
were to find any non-zero on-shell amplitudes where the particles have changed their momenta
integrability would be broken at one loop.
To be a bit more explicit, let us call the non-trivial solutions of the energy-momentum constraints
p˜(p, q) and q˜(p, q), where as before p and q are the in-coming momenta. We furthermore introduce
the notation Xi and xi for arbitrary i, j-flavored massive / massless particles. The statement
above then implies that if we find a non-zero scattering element,
T|Xi(p)xj(q)〉 → Aklij (p, q)|Xk(p˜)xl(q˜)〉 ,
with p˜ 6= p then integrability is broken. We have verified numerically for a large class of scattering
processes that Aklij (p, q) = 0, consistent with integrability at the one-loop level.
12Their excitations are related to ours as follows:
ZR = z , ZL = z¯ , Y R = y¯ , Y L = y , ηR1 = χ
1 , ηR2 = χ¯
2 , η1L = χ¯1 , η2L = χ2 .
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The non-zero amplitudes we find, in the kinematic regime (p > 0 > q), are:
Boson-Boson (5.8)
T|z(p)u1(q)〉 =
(
`
(0)
1 +
i
2
[(`
(0)
1 )
2 + (`
(0)
2 )
2] + θ(1)
)|z(p)u1(q)〉
+
(− `(0)2 + i2[`(0)2 `(0)4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ])|χ¯2(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)u¯1(q)〉 =
(
`
(0)
1 +
i
2
[(`
(0)
1 )
2 + (`
(0)
2 )
2] + θ(1)
)|z(p)u¯1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 −
i
2
[`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ]
)|χ1(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)u2(q)〉 =
(
`
(0)
1 +
i
2
[(`
(0)
1 )
2 + (`
(0)
2 )
2] + θ(1)
)|z(p)u2(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 −
i
2
[`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ]
)|χ¯2(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)u¯2(q)〉 =
(
`
(0)
1 +
i
2
[(`
(0)
1 )
2 + (`
(0)
2 )
2] + θ(1)
)|z(p)u¯2(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 −
i
2
[`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ]
)|χ1(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)u1(q)〉 =
(− `(0)1 + i2[(`(0)1 )2 + (`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|y(p)u1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 +
i
2
[`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ]
)|χ¯1(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)u¯1(q)〉 =
(− `(0)1 + i2[(`(0)1 )2 + (`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|y(p)u¯1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 +
i
2
[`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ]
)|χ2(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)u2(q)〉 =
(− `(0)1 + i2[(`(0)1 )2 + (`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|y(p)u2(q)〉
+
(− `(0)2 − i2[`(0)2 `(0)4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ])|χ¯1(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)u¯2(q)〉 =
(− `(0)1 + i2[(`(0)1 )2 + (`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|y(p)u¯2(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 +
i
2
[`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 − 2`(0)2 `(0)6 ]
)|χ2(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
Boson-Fermion
T|z(p)χ3(q)〉 = (− `(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + 2(`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|z(p)χ3(q)〉
+ (`
(0)
2 −
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 )
(|χ1(p)u1(q)〉+ |χ¯2(p)u¯2(q)〉)+ i(`(0)2 )2|y¯(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)χ¯3,4(q)〉 = (`(0)3 + i2(`(0)3 )2 + θ(1))|z(p)χ¯3,4(q)〉 ,
T|z(p)χ4(q)〉 = (− `(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + 2(`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|z(p)χ4(q)〉
+ (`
(0)
2 −
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 )
(|χ1(p)u2(q)〉 − |χ¯2(p)u¯1(q)〉)− i(`(0)2 )2|y¯(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|y(p)χ3(q)〉 = (`(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + 2(`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|y(p)χ3(q)〉
+ (`
(0)
2 +
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 )
(|χ2(p)u1(q)〉 − |χ¯1(p)u¯2(q)〉)− i(`(0)2 )2|z¯(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
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T|y(p)χ¯3,4(q)〉 = (− `(0)3 + i2(`(0)3 )2 + θ(1))|y(p)χ¯3,4(q)〉
T|y(p)χ4(q)〉 = (`(0)4 + i2[(`(0)4 )2 + 2(`(0)2 )2] + θ(1))|y(p)χ4(q)〉
+ (`
(0)
2 +
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4 )
(|χ2(p)u2(q)〉+ |χ¯1(p)u¯1(q)〉)+ i(`(0)2 )2|z¯(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|χ1(p)u1(q)〉 =
(
i(`
(0)
2 )
2 + θ(1)
)|χ1(p)u1(q)〉+ i(`(0)2 )2|χ¯2(p)u¯2(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 −
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4
)|z(p)χ3(q)〉+ (`(0)2 + i2`(0)2 `(0)4 )|y¯(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
T|χ1(p)u2(q)〉 =
(
i(`
(0)
2 )
2 + θ(1)
)|χ1(p)u2(q)〉 − i(`(0)2 )2|χ¯2(p)u¯1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 −
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4
)|z(p)χ4(q)〉+ (− `(0)2 − i2`(0)2 `(0)4 )|y¯(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|χ2(p)u1(q)〉 =
(
i(`
(0)
2 )
2 + θ(1)
)|χ2(p)u1(q)〉 − i(`(0)2 )2|χ¯1(p)u¯2(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 +
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4
)|y(p)χ3(q)〉+ (− `(0)2 + i2`(0)2 `(0)4 )|z¯(p)χ¯4(q)〉 ,
T|χ2(p)u2(q)〉 =
(
i(`
(0)
2 )
2 + θ(1)
)|χ2(p)u2(q)〉+ i(`(0)2 )2|χ¯1(p)u¯1(q)〉
+
(
`
(0)
2 +
i
2
`
(0)
2 `
(0)
4
)|y(p)χ4(q)〉+ (`(0)2 − i2`(0)2 `(0)4 )|z¯(p)χ¯3(q)〉 ,
T|χ1(p)u¯1(q)〉 = θ(1)|χ1(p)u¯1(q)〉 ,
T|χ2(p)u¯2(q)〉 = θ(1)|χ2(p)u¯2(q)〉 ,
where we have used (A.2) and (A.3). The tree-level amplitudes involve
`
(0)
1 =
1
2g
q
p+ ωp
, `
(0)
2 =
1
2g
p
√
2(p− ωp)q , `(0)3 =
1
2g
p+ q
p+ ωp
, (5.9)
`
(0)
4 =
1
2g
p− q
p+ ωp
, `
(0)
6 =
1
2g
p
p+ ωp
,
where `
(0)
6 is related to purely fermionic tree-level scattering. The one-loop phase in the mixed
sector is given by
θ(1) = − 1
2pi
1
g2
(1− log q−p− )p2q
p+ ωp
. (5.10)
Ignoring for the moment the one-loop phase, which will be discussed in the next section, the S-
matrix in the mixed sector does not agree with the exact S-matrix proposed in [8] if one assumes
their dressing phase is trivial at tree-level.13 However, this disagreement can be removed by
making the dressing phase non-trivial at tree-level or, equivalently, changing the normalization
of their S-matrix, which is not fixed by the symmetries, by a (crossing invariant) rational phase14
x−
x+
y+
y−
x+ − y−
x− − y+
1− 1
x−y+
1− 1
x+y−
. (5.11)
13Their massless excitations are related to ours as follows:
T 11 = u2 , T
12 = u1 , T
21 = −u¯1 , T 22 = u¯2 ,
χ1(p) = −sign(p)χ¯3(p) , χ2 = −χ¯4 , χ˜1(p) = −sign(p)χ4(p) , χ˜2 = χ3 .
Note the sign changes between left and right-moving massless fermions.
14We thank Olof Ohlsson Sax for discussions of this.
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5.3 Massless sector
We now turn to the massless sector. Since the S-matrix is defined with respect to asymp-
totic states, determined by the leading order relativistic Lagrangian, we will assume that the
transverse momenta satisfy p > 0 > q throughout this section.
Summing all the diagrams one finds
Boson-Boson (5.12)
T|ui(p)uj(q)〉 = θ(1)|ui(p)uj(q)〉 ,
T|u1(p)u¯1(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) + i(`(0))2
)|u1(p)u¯1(q)〉+ i(`(0))2|u¯2(p)u2(q)〉 − `(0)|χ3(p)χ¯3(q)〉
+ `(0)|χ¯4(p)χ4(q)〉 ,
T|u2(p)u¯2(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) + i(`(0))2
)|u2(p)u¯2(q)〉+ i(`(0))2|u¯1(p)u1(q)〉+ `(0)|χ4(p)χ¯4(q)〉
− `(0)|χ¯3(p)χ3(q)〉 ,
T|u1(p)u¯2(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) + i(`(0))2
)|u1(p)u¯2(q)〉 − i(`(0))2|u¯2(p)u1(q)〉 − `(0)|χ3(p)χ¯4(q)〉
− `(0)|χ¯4(p)χ3(q)〉 ,
T|u2(p)u¯1(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) + i(`(0))2
)|u2(p)u¯1(q)〉 − i(`(0))2|u¯1(p)u2(q)〉+ `(0)|χ4(p)χ¯3(q)〉
+ `(0)|χ¯3(p)χ4(q)〉,
Boson-Fermion
T|u1(p)χ3(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u1(p)χ3(q)〉 − `(0)|χ3(p)u1(q)〉,
T|u1(p)χ4(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u1(p)χ4(q)〉 − `(0)|χ3(p)u2(q)〉,
T|u2(p)χ3(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u2(p)χ3(q)〉+ `(0)|χ4(p)u1(q)〉,
T|u2(p)χ4(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u2(p)χ4(q)〉+ `(0)|χ4(p)u2(q)〉,
T|u1(p)χ¯3(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u1(p)χ¯3(q)〉 − `(0)|χ¯4(p)u2(q)〉,
T|u1(p)χ¯4(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u1(p)χ¯4(q)〉+ `(0)|χ¯4(p)u1(q)〉,
T|u2(p)χ¯3(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u2(p)χ¯3(q)〉 − `(0)|χ¯3(p)u2(q)〉,
T|u2(p)χ¯4(q)〉 =
(
θ(1) +
i
2
(`(0))2
)|u2(p)χ¯4(q)〉+ `(0)|χ¯3(p)u1(q)〉,
Fermion-Fermion
T|χi(p)χj(q)〉 = θ(1)|χi(p)χj(q)〉,
T|χi(p)χ¯j(q)〉 = (θ(1) + i(`(0))2)|χi(p)χ¯j(q)〉+ . . .
where i, j = 3, 4. Note that for fermionic four-point functions we have ignored potential divergent
tadpole diagrams. In order to check that the amplitude is finite we would need the θ6 terms
of the Lagrangian (which we do not have). Furthermore, for fermion in-states we have only
computed the diagonal element (due to the complexity of the computation).
The tree-level amplitudes involve
`(0) =
1
2g
√−pq , (5.13)
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while the one-loop phase in the massless sector is given by
θ(1) = − 1
4pi
1
g2
(
1− log(−4pq))pq . (5.14)
Ignoring for the moment the one-loop phase, which will be discussed in the next section, the
structure of the S-matrix in the massless sector matches precisely with that proposed in [8] (see
footnote 13 for the identification of excitations).
Two-loop boson-boson scattering
In fact, we can push the analysis to the two-loop level for purely bosonic processes,
|B1(p)B2(q)〉 → |B3(p)B4(q)〉 , (5.15)
which feel the presence of the extra su(2)-factor of [8]. In [15] one specific element, u1u1 → u1u1
was computed in the type IIA setting. Here we generalize the corresponding computation for
type IIB to include all external massless bosons. The computation is rather complicated and
involves the four-vertex wineglass diagrams
plus permutations. We also have double bubbles
and finally bubble tadpole type diagrams
There are additional diagrams involving six-vertices. The sole purpose of these types of diagrams
is to render the amplitude finite. For simplicity we will ignore them here, but for the forward
scattering element investigated in [15] it was demonstrated that the full amplitude was indeed
finite.
It turns out that each contributing integral from the diagrams listed above comes multiplied
with high enough powers of p2 and q2 to render everything zero once we go on-shell by setting
p2 = q2 = 0. We therefore conclude that15
T
(2)|ui(p)uj(q)〉 = 0, T(2)|ui(p)u¯j(q)〉 = 0 . (5.16)
15Note that we ignore out-states involving two massless fermions on the RHS.
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This is compatible with the S-matrix of [8] but it also implies that the total phase should vanish
at two loops. For a more detailed discussion for the massive example of AdS5×S5 we point the
interested reader to [28].
6 Phases and crossing symmetry
The crossing equation for the mixed sector phase is (for massive-massless) given by [8]
(σp¯q)
2(σpq)
2 =
x+p
x−p
x−p − x+q
x+p − x+q
1− 1
x+p x
+
q
1− 1
x−p x+q
, (6.1)
where p¯ = (−ωp,−p). Expanding this expression we find
(σp¯q)
2(σpq)
2 = 1− 1
2h2
p2q
p+ ωp
+O(h−4) . (6.2)
It is an easy exercise to verify that the phase found from the worldsheet computation σ2 = e−iθ(1) ,
with θ(1) given in (5.10), satisfies this equation.
Next we turn to the crossing equation in the massless sector. It reads
(σp¯q)
2(σpq)
2 =
ςpq − 1
ςpq
1− 1
x+p x
+
q
1− 1
x+p x
−
q
1− 1
x−p x−q
1− 1
x−p x+q
, (6.3)
where ςpq is a scalar function of the rapidities not determined by crossing or the underlying
symmetries. Expanding for large h gives
(σp¯q)
2(σpq)
2 =
ςpq − 1
ςpq
(
1− pq
4h2
)
+O(h−4) . (6.4)
This is satisfied by the one-loop massless phase σ2 = e−iθ(1) , with θ(1) given in (5.14), only if
the pre-factor (ςpq − 1)/ςpq equals 1 + O(h−3). A natural way to make this happen is to take
ςpq =∞. The crossing equation is clearly also consistent with a vanishing two-loop phase.
This choice of ςpq is further motivated by the worldsheet scattering processes we have computed.
This function enters the su(2) S-matrix that acts on the massless modes and is given by [8]
Ssu(2) =
1
ςpq + 1
(
ςpq1+ Π
)
, (6.5)
where Π denotes the permutation operator. However, since all one-loop elements, modulo the
phase, are reproduced by the psu(1|1)4 factors, the Π operator must drop out. Furthermore,
since the two-loop S-matrix vanished for purely bosonic in- and out-states we can conclude that
the su(2)-factor must be trivial to order h−3 in perturbation theory. As before, the most natural
way to make this happen is to assume that ς =∞.
We will now demonstrate that the phase we found on the worldsheet can, up to an IR-divergent
term, be obtained from the massive HL-phase. Introducing general masses mp and mq it is given
by (this comes from the expression of the phase as a sum of charges)
θHL = − 1
2pi
1
g2
p2q2p · q
(ωqp− ωpq)2 log
mpq−
mqp−
+
1
2pi
1
g2
p2q2
ωqp− ωpq , (6.6)
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where ωp =
√
m2p + p
2 and similarly for ωq. For mp = mq = 1 this phase is identical to the sum
of the LL and LR phases of the massive sector (5.7), θHL = θLL + θLR.
However, taking the appropriate massless limit to reach the mixed and massless sectors we find
Mixed sector: θHL(mp = 1,mq = µ) = − 1
2pi
1
g2
(1− log q−µp− )p2q
p+ ωp
, (6.7)
Massless sector: θHL(mp = mq = µ) = − 1
4pi
1
g2
(
1− log(−4pq
µ2
)
)
pq .
Up to an IR-divergent term as µ → 0, the massless limit of the HL phase thus completely
reproduces the mixed and massless sector phases (5.10) and (5.14).
The reason that the mixed and massless sector phases arise as a limit of (the sum of) the massive
phases is that the contributing integrals are just massless limits of the massive ones, see appendix
A. The IR-divergences that appear in the cases with massless modes are canceled by tadpole
contributions. To see in detail how this happens we can look at a specific scattering element,
u1u1 → u1u1, in the massless sector. Since the IR-divergent term comes from the log-piece,
it is enough to consider the s and u-channels (the six-vertex tadpoles are all IR-finite). The
contributing integrals are
pq
[
B11µµ(p− q)− 2pqB00µµ(p− q)
]
+ . . . (6.8)
where we have put the external momenta on-shell. Rewriting the UV-divergent bubble integral
as B11µµ = µ
2B00µµ+T
00
µ it’s easy to see, using appendix A, that the above combination is IR-finite.
However, this analysis also shows that the numerical factor inside the log in the mixed and
massless sector phases is mildly regularization dependent. In principle we could use the IR-
regulator µ for bubble integrals and bµ, where b is a constant, for tadpole integrals in which case
we would get instead
1
4pi
log(−4b2pq)pq + . . . (6.9)
for the massless sector phase and one factor of b in the log in the mixed sector phase. Although
this regularization scheme does not seem natural from the worldsheet perspective it appears to
be important in comparing to the minimal all-loop phases proposed in [16].
7 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have computed the full worldsheet two-particle S-matrix for the type IIB BMN
superstring in AdS3×S3×T 4 at one loop. By using integrability and the underlying symmetries
of the model the full S-matrix, modulo phase factors, can be determined [8] and our findings are
in complete agreement with these results. We have also demonstrated that the phase factors in
the mixed and massless sectors satisfy the crossing equations of [8,16] and can in a sense be seen
as limits of the massive one-loop HL-phase. Furthermore, in the massless sector of the theory
there is an additional su(2)-factor in the S-matrix of [8] which we find to act trivially.
We have also pushed the analysis to the two-loop order. The symmetries of the model can be used
to write down an exact form of the dispersion relation for the fundamental excitations in terms of
16
the central charges [29]. The latter have been computed at the classical level. The corresponding
exact dispersion relation is expected to coincide with the pole of two-point functions of the string
modes. In this paper we have extended the analysis of [18,15] by including the two-point function
of the fermionic modes using the type IIB string. Again we have found that the massive sector
agrees with the exact proposal while there is the same mysterious disagreement in the massless
sector as was found earlier.
Restricting to purely bosonic external particles we have also computed the two-loop massless
S-matrix and find that it is trivial, in agreement with a similar calculation for the type IIA
string where a single scattering processes was considered in [15].
There are several natural extensions of this work. Most important is of course to understand
the reason for the apparent disagreement between perturbative calculations and symmetry ar-
guments for the two-loop dispersion relation of massless bosons and fermions.
Another interesting line of research is to consider the more general background of AdS3 × S3 ×
S3 × S1. Many novel features such as several distinct masses and a non-trivial interpolating
function h(g) appears in this model [2,3,30–32,12,33]. While the integrability story is similar to
the T 4 case, the perturbative analysis is significantly more involved since the string Lagrangian
has interaction terms with an odd number of fields as well [34, 3].
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Appendix
A The basic one-loop bubble integral
Here we list the integrated expressions for the basic bubble integral B00 that appears in the
computations for different configurations of external and internal particles. In the massive
sector, where the external particles satisfy p+p− = q+q− = 1, we have the following u-channel
integral
Massive sector: B0011(p, q) =
i
2pi
log
(p−
q−
)
p−q−
p2− − q2−
(A.1)
For the t-channel, where p = q, the divergent piece is canceled by pre-factors of external momenta
multiplying the integrals. To obtain the s-channel one sends p→ −p and the integral has both
real and imaginary terms. The real terms combine into the matrix elements `
(0)
i determined by
the underlying symmetries of the model.
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For the mixed sector we have several distinct integrals depending on the channel. For the t-
channel both particles have the same mass: Either p+p− = q+q− = 1 or p+p− = q+q− = 0. The
explicit form of the integrals are
Mixed sector (t-channel) (A.2)
p+p− = q+q− = 1 :
B0011(p, q) =
i
2pi
log
(p−
q−
)
p−q−
p2− − q2−
, B00µµ(p, q) = −
i
2pi
(
2 logµ− log ( (p−−q−)2p−q− ))p−q−
(p− − q−)3
p+p− = q+q− = 0 :
B0011(p, q) =
i
4pi
, B00µµ(p, q) =
i
2pi
1
µ2
log
(p−
q−
)
p−q−
p2− − q2−
In the u-channel the kinematics are p+p− = 1 and q+q− = 0 with contributing integrals
Mixed sector (u-channel): B00µ1 = −
i
2pi
log
(
µp−q−
)
p−
q−
(A.3)
As before we send p− → −p− to obtain the corresponding s-channel integral.
For the massless sector we again have distinct integrals depending on the channel. For the
t-channel we have
Massless sector (t-channel) (A.4)
p+p− = q+q− = 0 : B00µµ(p, q) =
i
2pi
1
µ2
log
(p±
q±
)
p±q±
p2± − q2±
where ± indicates the two regimes where the sign of the momentum is positive or negative.
Finally, in the u-channel we have
Massless sector (u-channel) (A.5)
p+p− = q+q− = 0 :
B0011(p, q) =
i
pi
tanh−1
√
1− 44+p+q−√
p+q−
(
4 + p+q−
) , B00µµ(p, q) = − i2pi
(
2 logµ− log p+q−
)
p+q−
where the momenta satisfy p > 0 > q. Again the s-channel is obtained by changing the sign for
the in-coming particle.
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